Basic Characteristics of the Contact Wire Breaking by the Arc between the Contact Wire and the Pantograph
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The contact wire breaking accident caused by the arc between the contact wire and the pantograph happens rarely in the DC electric railway system. The contact wire breaking phenomenon is discussed and investigated based on the experimental data performed 30 years ago. According to the past experimental results, it was mentioned that the contact wire was broken by the 750C current flow through the arc. The material of the contact strip and the contact wire has changed, however, and the breaking characteristics of the contact wire caused by the arc should be different in these days.
In this paper, the contact wire breaking characteristics are carefully investigated using the recent materials. It is cleared that the breaking index of 750 C is approximately appropriate in the limited condition and the other breaking condition is summarized based on the experimental data more than 400 times.
In the following experiments, the contact strip of the pantograph is descended with the constant speed from the contacting position with the trolly and the arc is ignited between the contact wire and the contact strip. Figure 1 shows the relation between the descendent speed of the contact strip and the arcing time for the breaking of the contact wire. As shown in Fig. 1 , the minimum breaking time for 400 A arc current is about 2.5 s which correspond to about 1000 C, while that for 1000 A is about 16 s which correspond to about 1600 C. It is clarified that the breaking index of the 750 C given in the past is appropriate for the limitied condition and is too small for the small current arc less than 200 A. Concerning to the V charcteristics as shown in Fig. 1 , it is explained as follows: In the low descendent speed region, the arc becomes intermittent when the clearance between the contact wire and the contact strip is small. In the high descendent speed region, on the other hand, the arc becomes unstable before the breaking and the heat injection into the contact wire becomes diffusive. Thus, there is a minimum descendent speed of the contact strip for the breaking of the contact wire. Figure 2 shows the relation between the descendent speed of the contact strip and the energy supplied to the arc before the breaking of the contact wire. The V characteristics are disappear and it is possible to say that the constatnt energy about 20kJ is necessary for the breaking of the contact wire. Judging from the other experimental data, the 60% of the arc energy is transferred into the contact wire and the temperature of the wire becomes about 500 degree Celsius when the wire is broken.
Further more, the influence of the wear of the contact wire, cross section of the contact wire and the tension of the contact wire on the breaking characteristics are experimentally confirmed. Among them, the cross section of the wire is appalently influenceable on the breaking characteristics as shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 1 . Relation between the descendent speed of the cotact strip and the time for contact wire breaking by the arc Fig. 2 . Relation between the descendent speed of the cotact strip and the supplied energy for contact wire breaking by the arc The contact wire breaking accident caused by the arc between the contact wire and the pantograph happens rarely in the DC electric railway system. The contact wire breaking phenomenon is discussed and investigated based on the experimental data performed 30 years ago. The material of the contact strip and the contact wire has changed, however, and the breaking characteristics of the contact wire caused by the arc should be different. In this paper, the contact wire breaking characteristics are carefully investigated using the recent materials. It is cleared that the breaking index of 750As is approximately appropriate in the limited condition and the other breaking condition is summarized based on the experimental data more than 400 times. 
